The authors [4] introduced the concept of binary topology between two sets and investigate its basic properties where a binary topology from X to Y is a binary structure satisfying certain axioms that are analogous to the axioms of topology. In this paper we introduce and study varies types of binary continuous functions and binary semi continuous functions in binary topological spaces.
Introduction
Levine [3] introduced semi open and semi continuous functions in topological spaces.The authors [4] introduced the concept of binary topology and discussed some of its basic properties. The purpose of this paper is to introduce varies types of binary semi continuous functions and study their relationship. Section 2 deals with basic concepts.Binary semi continuous functions in binary topological spaces are discussed in section 3. Throughout the paper, (X) denotes the power set of X.
Preliminaries
Let X and Y be any two nonempty sets. A binary topology [4] In this paper, we define varies types of functions in binary topological spaces by using semi open and semi closed sets in topological spaces. Further we establish the relationship between these functions.
. Binary semi continuous functions
In this section, we introduce binary semi continuous function and study its basic properties. Now we start with the definition of binary semi continuous function. We observe that every strongly binary continuous function is strongly binary semi continuous. But the converse need not be true as can be seen from the following example. 
Conclusion
Binary semi continuous function is introduced and its basic properties are discussed. Also totally continuous functions, totally semi continuous functions, strongly continuous functions, strongly semi continuous functions in topological spaces are extended to binary topological spaces. Further the relations between these functions are discussed.
